Reliability of Things®

RoT – Artificial Intelligence System for premature
failure detection V1.0

Reliability of Things®
Breakdowns risk and impact reduction
The vast majority of industrial machinery has rotating
equipment such as motors, generators or gearboxes as well
as electrical equipment, such as converters and
transformers. All these components are usually critical in
their respective processes; therefore, what is most
demanded is the reliability and availability of the machine.
A premature failure can result in significant economic
losses, both for material damages and production losses,
and can even result in personal injury due to accidents. To
plan maintenance effectively, it is essential to have
accurate information and as far in advance as possible
about the health status of the process components to know
when a reparation or replacement will be required.
Factors that negatively influence the life
expectancy of the equipment
• Thermal stress
Temperatures hier or lwer than
over load or hot spots

espeted,

• Electrical stress
over voltages and overcurrents, partial
discharges and insulation failures

• Environmental stress
Temperature, humity or dirt

• Mechanical stress
Vibrations, misalignment, operating
conditions out of range
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RoT – Reliability of Things ®
RoT allows monitoring and
continuous evaluation of the
health status of the equipment
in normal operating conditions
for the vast majority of
industrial equipment. Well
with the equipment's own
sensors or with additional IoT
sensors, RoT provides a
simple
but
valuable
information about the health
status of the equipment, being
able to:
 Prematurely detect degradations and malfunctions up to
months in advance depending on the failure mode.

 Evaluate maintenance actions, which helps staff know if the
equipment has been repaired correctly.

 Monitor the operation history and the evolution of the health
of the equipment, which helps to look for the root cause of
the failures, very useful to have a better knowledge of the
equipment and debug responsibilities on the origin of the
failure.
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How it works?
RoT is a Plug&Play device that only require a minimum
configuration*.
It is specially useful to detect failures that affect to
operating signals as temperature, current or pressure.
The device generate a local wireless net that allow the
direct connection of IoT sensors and other devices.
Cable connection thought Ethernet, CAN or RS232
between others is also possible.
*RoT can be supplied pre-configures for large orders that require a unique configuration, in
that cases the device is completely Plug&Play.
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In foggify it was developed a novel methodology focused on
the practical application of Artificial Intelligence techniques
in the detection of equipment malfunction, becoming in the
standard for predictive maintenance in the industry.

The main application of RoT is the early detection of failures
that other equipment such as PLCs, or metrologies as
vibration or oil analysis are not able to detect. RoT can be
used as support system in the operation, both supporting
the PLC with simulated variables, or even for conditionbased control, regulating equipment operating parameters
based on the state of health estimated by our device.
.
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Setup process
• Connect RoT with your PLC's or IoT
sensors
• Map main signals from the PLC and
sensors using MQTT

• Configure RoT according the
process to monitor: Starting date,
data sample frequency, data
filtering and model features

a

• Automatically RoT creates the
Digital Clone of the connected
machine, memorizing its normal
behavior
• RoT simulates the expected values

• Monitor the operating variables
and the health of your machine
connecting and industrial screen or
tough wify IP connection.
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How the Artificial Intelligence works?
RoT use complex Artificial Intelligence algorithms, which
are able to learn the normal behavior of whatever
equipment. One the algorithms reproduce the specific
value of critical variables as temperature depending on
the other operational signals and use it to evaluate the
health of the equipment. The simulated signal is also sent
back to the PLC.

Real measured temperature (in blue) and Simulates temperature by
RoT (in red)

Simulated signal is sent back to the PLC by MQTT protocol (by
default)
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The most advanced failure detection algorithms
The health indicators implanted in RoT are able to detect
normal behavior changes, in the picture is shown hoy the
indicator change its trend when something in wrong in
the equipment (1).
After a work order (2), the normal behavior of the
equipment has been reestablish. If the work order has
not been well executed the indicator will not recover
normal values.
To detect the origin of the failure (3), the indicator shows
the moment when the behavior changed, in that case
after a preventative maintenance.

(2)
(3)

(1)

Health Indicator, (1) detection, (2) maintenance and (3) failure origin.
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How the maintenance stuff know how to act?
RoT record in its internal database the operational
signals jointly with the health indicators and the
generated alarms.
The historical data can be monitored on a screen directly
connected to the HDMI connector or RoT though remote
IP connection.
RoT sends alarms and the current health status to the
PLC or your Cloud in real time.

Advanced Condition Monitoring Screen
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RoT for Wind Turbines
In foggify, we have a large experience in wind energy
sector and we have developed a RoT version
preconfigured
to
monitor
the
most
relevant
temperatures (between others) in the wind turbine:
 Gearbox:
o Oil temperature
o Bearings and gears temperatures
 Generator:
o NDE and DE bearings
o Windings
o Sld rings
 Converter
 Transformer
 Hydraulic group
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Standard RoT Versions
Main Features
Total sampled signals
Total analized signals
Max sample frecuency
Storage Database
Conections

Relays
Digital I/O
Analog I/O
Front leds

RoT one

RoT infinity

RoT integrated

30
5
1Hz
16Gb-128Gb
Wifi, Ethernet, CAN. RS
232, RS 485, Lora LAN,
2G Modem, 4G//LTD
Modem
NO
YES
NO
NO

60
10
1Hz
16Gb-128Gb
Wifi, Ethernet, CAN. RS
232, RS 485, Lora LAN,
2G Modem, 4G//LTD
Modem
YES
YES
NO
YES

60
10
1Hz
16Gb-128Gb
Wifi, Ethernet

NO
NO
NO
NO

Special RoT Versions

RoT can be configured according our clients
specifications, increasing the number of monitoring
signals, improving the performance of the micro
controller, adding more data storage capacity and a wide
range of special features.
For complex processes, our data scientists adapt the
algorithms to improve the performance detecting
failures.
Ask us for the RoT system you need even with your own
logo.
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How to get a RoT?

Haas
Buy your
Standar RoT
Build your own
branded RoT
In HaaS modality, you could take advance of the standard
features of RoT and updated software versions and
device replacement if it fails. All this with a monthly tariff.
You can buy your own standard RoT device or even order
a customized one with specific algorithms according
your machinery and with your own logo.

foggify is an startup company focus on digital innovation and data science.
Our main objective is to design and develop innovative IoT, fog computing and
Artificial Intelligence solutions with the support of design thinking and lean
startup methodologies.
RoT – Reliability of Thing ® is our flagship, out stuff have more than fifteen year
experience developing solution for RCM and CBM maintenance. The
satisfaction of our clients is our maximum and RoT has been developed to
cover all the necessities regarding predictive maintenance in the 4.0 industry,
being the only open and compact solution for condition motoring, premature
failure detection, maintenance evaluation and root cause analysis.
Our expert adapt RoT algorithms according our client necessities and our
technical support team offers advice, help in the start-up test, diagnosis and
training in our entire product range.
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For more information and
additional documentation, visit
our website.
www.foggify.io | info@foggify.io
.
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